
machtfit is looking for a

Software-Engineer (m/w/d*)
Do you wish you had discovered software engineering earlier than you did? Or are you happy, you developed an  
interest for the field while still in school? It feels nice to be able to make your passion into your profession.

We aren’t looking as much for experience with specific technologies, as we try to find potential and passion in some- 
one, to take them along for the journey.

That said, experience with our tech stack (see below) is a head start. But: the quicker you learn, the less important a 
head start is. The learning never stops anyway. Passion gives you the potential to easily overtake anybody who had 
a head start, but has no passion.

When it comes to natural languages, we do need you to be comfortable talking and writing about everyday things 
and tech in English. 

About machtfit

machtfit is a health/fitness SaaS provider that strives to make the employees of our customers fit and healthy.
In a company of under 50 employees, we’re a team of 4 software developers. You’ll be the fifth.

Our teck stack

PostgreSQL, Python/Django, ClojureScript/re-frame. In supporting roles in no particular order: GitHub, fabric, Ansible, 
Prometheus, Grafana, Sentry, magit, Docker, Doom, Spacemacs, PyCharm, Celery, Flower and quite a few others

Final remarks

* It should go without saying, but none of the following matter to us: sex, gender, skin color, ethnicity, birth place, 
disabilities, religious beliefs, weight, height, age…as long as you are a passionate software engineer!

If you do contact us, please be prepared to demonstrate that you have what we are looking for. That saves both of us 
time. Thanks! 

Send your CV, salary expectations and possible start date to:  jobs@machtfit.de

Your contact person ist Nathalie. We look forward to receiving your application.

– leichter gesund | machtfit GmbH | Monbijouplatz 5 | 10178 Berlin |  030 / 346 550 6-0 | info@machtfit.de
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